
imprint
1. [ʹımprınt] n

1. 1) оттиск, след, отпечаток
the imprint of a foot - отпечаток ноги

2) печать, след, отпечаток
the imprint of anxiety - печать беспокойства
suffering left an imprint on her face - на её лице следы страдания

2. полигр.
1) выходные сведения, выходные данные
2) импринт на титульном листе (с указанием места, издательства и т. д. )

2. [ımʹprınt] v
1. 1) ставить печать; штемпелевать

to imprint a postmark on a letter, to imprint a letter with a postmark - проштемпелеватьписьмо
2) отпечатывать

to imprint a design on wax - отпечататьрисунок на воске
3) оставлять след

to imprint the snow with footsteps - оставить следы на снегу
to imprint a kiss - запечатлетьпоцелуй

2. запечатлевать, фиксировать, закреплять (в памяти )
ideas imprinted on the mind /on the memory/ - мысли, запечатлевшиеся в уме /в памяти/
imprint this in your memory - запомни это

Apresyan (En-Ru)

imprint
im·print [imprint imprints imprinted imprinting ] verb , noun
verb BrE [ɪmˈprɪnt] ; NAmE [ɪmˈprɪnt]
1. ~ A in/on B | ~ B with A to have a great effect on sth so that it cannot be forgotten, changed, etc

• The terrible scenes were indelibly imprinted on his mind.
• His work is imprinted with his own personal style.
• He imprints his own personal style on his work.

2. ~ A in/on B | ~ B with A to print or press a mark or design onto a surface
• clothes imprinted with the logos of sports teams
• Their footprints were imprinted in the snow.

Verb forms :

 
Word Origin:
late Middle English (originally as emprint): from Old French empreinter, based on Latin imprimere, from in- ‘into’ + premere ‘to
press’.

 
noun BrE [ˈɪmprɪnt] ; NAmE [ˈɪmprɪnt]
1. ~ (of sth) (in/on sth) a mark made by pressing or stamping sth onto a surface

• the imprint of a foot in the sand
• The blow made a sharp imprint on the skin.

2. usually singular ~ (of sth) (on sb/sth) (formal) the lasting effect that a person or an experience has on a place or a situation
• Colonialism has left an indelible imprint on the island.

3. (technical) the name of the↑publisher of a book , usually printed below the title on the first page

• They publish under several imprints.
 
Word Origin:
late Middle English (originally as emprint): from Old French empreinter, based on Latin imprimere, from in- ‘into’ + premere ‘to
press’.
 
Example Bank :

• The ceramics bore the imprint of Luca della Robbia .
• The sinister atmosphere of the place left an indelible imprint on my memory.
• Their products bear the imprint of Japanese design.
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imprint
I. im print1 /ˈɪmprɪnt/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

1. the mark left by an object being pressed into or onto something
imprint of

the imprint of her hand on the soft sand

2. technical the name of a↑publisher as it appears on a book

II. im print2 /ɪmˈprɪnt/ BrE AmE verb

1. [transitive] to print or press the mark of an object on something
imprint something on/in/onto something

One snowy morning, footprints and tyre marks were imprinted in the snow.
2. literary to become fixed in your mind or memory so that you never forget

imprint something on your mind/memory/brain etc
The sight of Joe’s dead body was imprinted on his mind forever.
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